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 Why you teach or learn? 

 What is philosophy? 

 Did  you reading about philosophy before? 

 ―‖philosophy means wrestling with your mind‖‖ 



 Philosophy in word: 

 Philosophy means "love of wisdom." It is 
made up of two Greek words, philo, meaning 
love, and sophos, meaning wisdom. 



 1) phil as a subject or discipline 

 

 2) phil as philosophizing 



 What is the nature of reality? 

 What is the nature of knowledge? 

  How do we come to know?  

 What values should one live by?  



 What is being educated? 

  What is the good life? 

  What is knowledge? 

  What is the nature of learning? 

 What is teaching?  

 What should be learned? 

 What is adolescence? 



 There are three major branches of philosophy. 
Each branch focuses on a different aspect and is 
central to your teaching. The three branches and 
their sub-branches are:  

 Metaphysics\1—Ontology 2-Cosmology 

 Epistemology/1-–Scientific Inquiry 
2–Senses and Feelings 
3–From authority or divinity 
4–Empiricism (experience) 
5–Intuition  
6–Reasoning or Logic 

 Axiology/1—Ethics 2-Aesthetics 



 Metaphysics: What is the nature of reality?  
 –Do you think human beings are basically good 

or evil? 
–What are conservative or liberal beliefs?  

 –Ontology 
What issues are related to nature, existence, or 
being? Is a child inherently evil or good? How 
might your view determine your classroom 
management? 
–Cosmology 
What is the nature and origin of the cosmos or 
universe? Is the world and universe orderly or is 
it marked by chaos? What would one or the other 
mean for a classroom?  
 



 Epistemology: What is the nature of knowledge? How do we come to 
know?  

 –How would an anthropologist look at this classroom? A political 
scientist? A biologist? 
–How do we know what a child knows?  

 Knowing based on: 
–Scientific Inquiry 
–Senses and Feelings 
–From authority or divinity 
–Empiricism (experience) 
–Intuition  
–Reasoning or Logic 
       What reasoning processes yield valid conclusions? 
       –Deductive:  reasoning from the general to the particular All 
children can learn. Bret is a fifth grader. He has a learning disability. Can 
Bret learn? 
       –Inductive:  reasoning from the specific to the general. After 
experimenting with plant growth under varied conditions, stu-dents 
conclude plants need water and light  
 



 Axiology: What values should one live by?  
 –Is morality defined by our actions, or by what is 

in our hearts? 
–What values should be taught in character 
education?  

 –Ethics 
What is good and evil, right and wrong? 
Is it ever right to take something that does not 
belong to you? 
–Aesthetics 
What is beautiful? 
     How do we recognize a great piece of music? 
Art? 
     Can there be beauty in destruction?  
 



  
1-Why might the study of philosophy be 

particularly important to educators? 
2-Which branch or branches of philosophy 

would you want to emphasize in your 
classroom? Why? 

3-Do you learn better deductively or 
inductively? Why do you think? 

4-Can you think of other school-based 
examples for each of the branches and sub 
branches 


